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Dreamy Retro Cafe
This animated pixel art gif was inspired by retro diners and liminal spaces, places that seem to be stuck in time forever. The neon of the appliances gives the scene a futuristic element which adds further fantasy to the scene.

Scan to view gif or watch at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tl-g7FSL30

Self Love
This work was made to commemorate loving oneself, as loving ourselves first allows us to better love each other. This past Valentines Day, I reflected a lot about the importance of self love, and I hope that this piece inspires those who may feel lonely to take care of themselves.
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Anneliese in the Library
This piece was inspired by the character of Anneliese from one of my favorite childhood movies, Barbie in Princess and the Pauper. As many who grew up in the 2000s can attest to, these straight to DVD Barbie movies had a great impact on our growth.

Peaceful forest cabin
Scan to view gif or watch at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBv4ozwzJag